Raven Sun Creative and Maurer Söhne Present Saturn V, A ‘Complete Immersive Dark Ride Solution’

The Innovative Spinning Coaster/Dark Ride Makes the High Performance Immersive Attraction a Cost-Effective Alternative for Regional Destinations

*Your Mission:* A thrill-packed voyage through deep space—your starcraft spinning, dodging and weaving among planets, asteroids and other cosmic surprises as you take the ultimate trip to the magnificent and mysterious rings of Saturn!

Saturn V is a spinning coaster/dark ride hybrid that offers its riders an unforgettable immersive experience that thrills, enchants and leaves lasting memories. Brought to you by Maurer Söhne, the prestigious roller coaster manufacturer, and Raven Sun Creative, the accomplished immersive entertainment design team, Saturn V represents a unique offering for regional parks seeking a cost-effective dark ride attraction that delivers a high performance, high impact experience - one that will have guests coming back again and again.

The world-class attractions that people talk about—the ones that have truly enduring appeal—all have one thing in common: they create vivid, transporting experiences. They use immersive environments and fascinating stories to engage simultaneously the hearts, minds, and senses of guests. More than passive observers, guests become active participants in the story. These are the attractions that capture patrons’ imaginations and bring them back for more.

In the past, attractions that delivered these sorts of cutting-edge immersive experiences have been beyond the reach of regional parks. The minds at Raven Sun Creative and Maurer Söhne saw this as a surmountable challenge whose solution could take location-based entertainment to a whole new level. Their collective experience designing award-winning projects for industry leaders like Universal Studios has given them the insight, expertise and resourcefulness to create and deliver a powerful product at a modest price. The two firms collaborated on the Saturn V attraction with exactly that aim.
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The moment guests enter the queue at Saturn V, they step into a captivating vision of the future and a story where they are the heroes. This is Space Command Launch Center, an immersive sensory environment, and guests are intrepid star pilots sent on the adventure of a lifetime: a thrilling journey across the cosmic frontier to Saturn. The pre-show areas combine futurist architecture, themed lighting, sound and music, multi-media imagery and effects to put guests inside a vivid and involving world.

When guests board the ride itself, they are blasted off on a high speed thrill ride on a state-of-the-art spinning coaster through a dazzling dark ride environment that simulates a trip through our solar system using physical sets, lighting, special effects and 540 degree environmental projection. On their journey to the rings of Saturn and back to Space Command, guests spin and whirl, soar and dive around planets, through asteroid fields and glittering starscapes—even crashing through the heart of a crystalline comet along the way! Not only does Saturn V treat riders to an unforgettable experience, but the freely rotating motion of the cars means no two journeys are the same, adding a special element of repeatability for guests. There’s always more to explore!

Drawing from a wealth of knowledge by being involved in the creation of some of the most innovative and acclaimed theme park projects in operation (Transformers: The Ride 3D; Hollywood Rip, Ride, Rockit), Raven Sun and Maurer Söhne conceived Saturn V to be economically accessible without compromising quality, dependability, thrills, theming, or story. Designed to meet the rigorous demands of long-term use while delivering a strong return on investment, the attraction offers both ease of maintenance and operation.

An added element of scalability enables owners to customize Saturn V to suit individual budgetary and capacity needs. The flexibility of the ride space and show elements allow for the exciting possibility of adapting and refreshing the attraction over time.

The initial preview of Saturn V at the Asian Attractions Expo in Singapore earlier this year was a rousing success. Raven Sun and Maurer Söhne look forward to showcasing the attraction at the forthcoming Euro Attractions Show and the IAAPA Expo in Orlando. Saturn V is blasting off into a whole new era of high impact, cost-effective immersive attractions that create lasting memories and vivid shared experiences.

Raven Sun and Maurer Sohne have collaborated specifically for the Saturn V project. Both Raven Sun and Maurer Sohne continue to work individually, openly, and freely with all of the other prominent business partners, industry designers, and ride manufacturers on a range of unique and exciting attractions around the world.

We look forward to seeing you on Saturn V soon!